Introduction {#S1}
============

The Concept of Truth and the Ape Test {#S1.SS1}
-------------------------------------

Essential aspects of human evolution---such as the development of language ([@B70]), episodic memory ([@B119]) and mind reading (*theory of mind*) ([@B9])---are still not fully understood. One reason for this might be that human evolution is often misconceived. Though these distinctively human cognitive faculties have innate aspects---as shown by attempts to raise chimps as children ([@B80])---they only develop fully through participation in a human society ([@B127]) as demonstrated by feral children ([@B59]). It has been convincingly argued that this ontogenetic fact points to a phylogenetic reality ([@B72]) and that most unique human cognitive faculties evolved mainly as adaptations to social challenges ([@B75]; [@B43]).

In this paper I will suggest that this is also true of the cognitive ability to think in terms of true and false. The idea is that declarative sentences imply they are either true or false, and this binary structure is not a quality of the animal mind or of the natural environment but founded on epistemic disagreements based on conflicts of implicit interests. If this is the case, the truth value is---without being a contradiction---both of natural and of social origin.

The view presented in this essay extends [@B98] *Argumentative Theory of Reasoning*, the idea that reasoning evolved manly to help us win arguments in dialogic contexts or justify our actions (and not to pursue the truth), to the basic structure of a declarative sentence itself. At the same time, it is a contribution to the heterogenous and quickly growing field of language evolution theory (e.g., [@B12]; [@B50]; [@B42]; [@B122]; [@B32]; [@B45]; [@B33]).

Views on language evolution are divided over at least three questions: (a) whether language emerged for thinking, as inner language (I-language), or rather developed for communicative purposes, (b) whether there is a specific language faculty or language is rather built on general cognitive mechanisms, and (c) whether the language faculty evolved gradually or emerged suddenly in one step.

In this paper I shall defend the following view: (a) language evolved for communicative purposes---to transmit information about absent actions---not as I-language^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^. (b) There is a genetic foundation equipping human beings to acquire language ([@B127]), which includes various highly specialized talents such as the ability to understand syntax and symbols ([@B11]), including mimesis ([@B4]), and that different individuals can have *contradicting beliefs* about a subject (such as where an object is hidden or whether an individual did something or not) ([@B69]). This implies grasping the distinction between representation and reality and is the cognitive basis for harboring the intention to be understood and to address the beliefs of others through speech acts. (c) I will suggest that the discontinuity of language evolution concerns *the functional aspect* of language (to transmit information about past actions influencing beliefs about the agents in a way that is beneficial to the genes of the communicator), while the language faculty---a widespread neutral network of highly specialized modules ([@B55])---evolved gradually, since the evolution of complex traits, corresponding to changes of allele frequencies in the gene pool, can only take place over a long period of time---although the evolution of the cognitive abilities of human beings has been remarkably rapid ([@B85]).

I believe---as [@B22] and other theorists of generative grammar do---that syntax is essential to language, but also sympathize with theories of embodied cognition, which claim that higher cognitive functions, including language, are rooted in lower cognitive functions, such as the sensory-motor system (e.g., [@B4]; [@B113]). This is to say, I shall embrace the situated cognition approach to the evolution of language while addressing the problem of the emergence of syntax as a necessary condition for the development of declarative sentences. This is done partly by adopting the *extended mind hypothesis* and applying it to syntax within the evolutionary process. Syntax, in this view, is not limited to relationships among arbitrary symbols (such as lexical items) but can include physical objects present in the communicative context (including the speaker) and their spatial and assumed causal relations. Likewise, as said before, in the evolutionary scenario suggested in this essay, the binary truth-value of propositions^[2](#footnote2){ref-type="fn"}^ (which is the foundation of declarative sentences expressing them) is presented---though it might sound *prima facie* paradoxical---as an effect of the dispute over truth.

My hypothesis is consistent with Bickerton's claims that for a trait as unique as language to evolve, the selective pressure that drove its development must also have been unique, because "otherwise the adaptation would have appeared elsewhere, at least in some rudimentary form." ([@B11], p. 514). This is why I reject the idea that language could have evolved for functions that we find in other animals such as trying to influence the behavior of present conspecifics (as accomplished in language by *directives*) or to express emotions (in language, *expressives*). This principle is sometimes called "the ape test" ([@B56])^[3](#footnote3){ref-type="fn"}^; expressed in normative terms, "Your hypothesis of language evolution needs to explain why the suggested evolutionary process only happened in our ancestors and not in other great apes, by suggesting a unique selective pressure for a new function." Failing to meet this criterion of uniqueness is considered to be the main weakness of many ([@B76]) if not all ([@B121]) theories of language evolution.

We shall see that my proposal is compatible with Dunbar's suggestion ([@B42]) that language is used for gossip to build trust as a foundation of reciprocity (though I do not believe that this was the initial function of language) and with Corballis' idea ([@B32]) that language evolved first in the form of sign language (though I do not believe that language, before being expressed, developed internally for mental time traveling).

Evolutionary Models Used in This Paper {#S1.SS2}
--------------------------------------

Which evolutionary model can be considered appropriate and safe to use depends on the context and purpose. Most discussions in evolutionary theory---such as the debates about epigenetic phenomena (e.g., [@B7]; [@B90]), neurological plasticity (e.g., [@B15]), gene expression ([@B123]), gene--culture coevolution (e.g., [@B57]), alternative models of inheritance (e.g., [@B77]) and multi-level-selection (e.g., [@B135]; [@B136])---are not about replacing the concept of natural selection, but whether we need to extend the *standard model* to explain human cognition and its development from that of a fertilized egg to that of a mature adult. In contrast, in this paper I merely aim to explain the inherited basis of a trait (and neither the ontogenetic development nor how the trait actually works in everyday life). In this case, it seems to be safest only to use general and widely shared assumptions about evolution. Every evolutionary development you can explain with the *standard theory* you can explain with extended versions, but not necessarily vice versa ([@B106]).

The function-first approach suggested in this paper is compatible with *standard models* of evolution, including Darwin's account of natural selection ([@B34]), the modern synthesis ([@B49]; [@B41]), the *inclusive fitness model* ([@B68]) ([@B93]; [@B133]) and with most, if not all, extended evolutionary models \[such as that suggested by [@B106]\]. Please note that this is no statement on ongoing discussions on evolution, but simply a strategy for not engaging in those debates.

An Outline of Three Problems for Language Evolution {#S1.SS3}
---------------------------------------------------

Regarding language evolution there are at least three major questions. The first two are fundamental to any evolutionary history and originally addressed by Tinbergen's questions about the two *ultimate causes*: function and evolutionary process ([@B125]), while the third is specific to language.

\(1\) *The function.* What did the trait evolve for? Here the challenge is *to suggest the right kind of selective pressure* for the trait to develop. Language, for instance, could not have evolved for merely transmitting valuable information, because this would give a reproductive advantage primarily to the receiver (and not to the communicator). Also, it seems unlikely that language could have evolved for better coordination of groups, for two reasons: firstly, most coordination concerning the here and now can be done without language, and secondly, better group coordination gives advantage to the group, and no complex trait can evolve by group selection ([@B133]). As already mentioned, we need to ascertain not just why our ancestors evolved language, but also why other great apes did not, which would suggest a unique selective pressure for a new function ([@B56]). In an ideal evolutionary scenario, a slightly better speaker would out-reproduce all others.

\(2\) *The evolutionary process.* How did the trait begin to develop and then evolve *gradually*? This relates to the challenge of *irreducible complexity*, first introduced by opponents of evolutionary theory ([@B10]) and then turned into the following challenge: traits can only evolve if they have a function, but in some cases, the function already demands a complex structure (e.g., when the structure consists of well-matched interacting parts of which none has a function on its own).

I will discuss this issue regarding declarative sentences with respect to syntax in the subsection *Irreducible complexity I: syntax* and with respect to truth values in the subsection *Irreducible complexity II: the truth value.* Why both require explanation will be clarified in the course of the argument.

\(3\) The third problem is specific to language evolution and concerns the problem of cooperation. I will address this issue in the next subsection.

The Evolution of the Cooperative Principle {#S1.SS4}
------------------------------------------

As already noted, language probably did not evolve for transmitting valuable information to non-kin \[as suggested by [@B107] and [@B109]\] because this would give the receiver a reproductive advantage over the sender ([@B51]). There is another widely discussed problem with language evolution: language is unreliable ([@B140]), because there is no natural connection between signifier and signified ([@B115]), and speech is cheap ([@B95]) compared to costly and thus hard-to-fake signals such as the train of a peacock ([@B139]). Therefore, it needs to be explained why our ancestors began trusting each other's linguistic claims ([@B110]). Thus, many researchers have said that before language could even begin to evolve, a kind of *cooperative principle* ([@B64]) had to be in place (e.g., [@B131]; [@B48]). However, this just seems to postpone the problem of language evolution to the problem of the emergence of cooperative behavior, which also appears to be unsolved ([@B3]).

Now, researchers who work on the problems of altruism and cooperative behavior from a game theoretical perspective argue that human altruism is based on gossip ([@B8]). If gossip circulates in a group and reputation is based on what other people say about you, then it seems rational to develop cooperative behavior ([@B2]; [@B84]; [@B118]); in other words, in this view, reputation must be at stake all the time ([@B87]).

Here is the paradox that emerges when we put both explanations together: on one hand, it requires language for gossip to circulate as the basis for cooperative behavior, and on the other hand, it was said that for language evolution even to start, individuals have to cooperate by communicating truthfully, since this is the foundation of most linguistic exchange \[cf. ([@B64])\]. Accordingly [@B14] wrote that one main demerit of most approaches to language evolution is that the evolution of cooperation and the evolution of language are treated separately. How a consistent theory addresses both is the litmus test for any suggested hypothesis.

Irreducible Complexity I: Syntax {#S1.SS5}
--------------------------------

The structure of even the simplest declarative sentence seems too complex to spring into existence from nowhere. To express most propositions (including those referring to non-present actions) requires a minimum of a verb and the arguments required by the valency of that verb. A structure cannot exist without its elements. Thus, most people believe that concepts ([@B23]) or words ([@B108]) must have existed before sentences were thought or expressed. The problem: one element of the structure---the verb---cannot be tangibly thought or expressed without alluding to its implied syntactical structure. But then again, this syntactic structure (how the verb selects its arguments and complements) cannot exist without its elements.

Our suggestion for solving this paradox will be that the first verbs (signs referring to actions) were not part of a symbolic composition (of e.g., lexicon items) but rather embedded into a constellation of physical objects: a quasi-syntactical structure emerges between entities in a physical space in a concrete situation while the verb is expressed in the form of a *directed mimetic gesture* marking the entities with their thematic roles. We will discuss how this works in more detail later.

Irreducible Complexity II: The Truth Value {#S1.SS6}
------------------------------------------

Understanding declarative sentences includes understanding the binary logical form of the truth value, because to understand a declaration means to understand on what grounds it could be denied ([@B134]). If one expresses a declaration (S1) one could always add "S1 is true" (S2); this is to say "It is true that S1" is logically equivalent to S1 itself ([@B30]).

Here is the problem in terms of evolution: on one hand "S1 is true" (S2) is *implied* by S1: without S2 no S1. On the other hand, a truth value (S2) might be seen as a kind of meta-predicate commenting on S1; a statement that has another statement (S1) as its subject. Here S1 is a necessary condition of S2: without S1 no S2. What could be considered a logical equivalence creates in an evolutionary context a c*hicken--egg dilemma*: if S1 (any declarative sentence) cannot exist without S2 (its truth value), and S2 not without S1, both have to emerge at the same time. Additionally, abstract binarity did not exist in the perceptible natural environment of our pre-human ancestors (negation does not exist in nature). It is also doubtful that they were born with a concept of binarity in their minds. I will try to convince the reader that the binary value of truth has a social origin, stemming from conflicts of interest, and that an explicit declaration could emerge in the context of a social interaction as a *negation of a negation* (based on the social activity of mutual rejection). We will see that this implies that meta-semantic cognition (understanding the beliefs of another individual) preceded the first declaration.

So far, we have discussed three problems that need to be solved by any theory of language evolution. In the next subsection I introduce the concept of an *evolutionary turning point* (ETP). We will define an ETP as the point where a function is positively selected for, for the first time. To find the ETP of language, it is essential to understand how language evolution began.

Evolutionary Turning Points {#S2}
===========================

Chomsky and the Problem of Preadaptation {#S2.SS1}
----------------------------------------

Several scholars have claimed that Chomsky's concept of language is incompatible with evolution (e.g., [@B13]; [@B48]). I think this is true, but for a slightly different reason than generally presumed. Chomsky conceptualizes language as a "computational system of the mind/brain that generates an infinite array of hierarchically structured expression" ([@B27], p. 45). He argues that a limited and inflexible system, such as that of animal calls, cannot develop gradually into the wonder machine of language production and suggests that this change to *infinite productivity* depends on a single irreducible innovation: *recursion* ([@B21]), which he describes, in the framework of his *minimalist program* ([@B24]), as unbounded *merge*: "an indispensable operation of a recursive system \[...\] which takes two syntactic objects A and B and forms the new object G = {A,B}" ([@B25], p. 2), rereading itself. According to this line of reasoning the mental revolution of human evolution depended on a single new ability in cognition:

> Within some small group from which we are all descended, a rewiring of the brain took place in some individual, call him Prometheus, yielding the operation of unbounded Merge, applying to concepts with intricate (and little understood) properties ([@B27], p. 59).

In other words, Chomsky suggests, a single mutation could have changed the relations between *already existing concepts* by introducing a single operation---merge---in a recursive way (results of past merge can be objects of future merge). This model of serial processing is embedded in the neo-Cartesian intuition ([@B23]) that language-like thought precedes linguistic expression ([@B26]).

In this view language emerges as I-language, which later becomes externalized. Here the mind is conceptualized basically as a box, with no hands, which is not situated in a physical environment or in a network of social interactions \[for critique cf. ([@B28])\]; as a consequence it can only use internal elements in its computation and could not integrate physically present objects as symbols into a syntactic structure (as is easily done, for instance, by users of sign languages)^[4](#footnote4){ref-type="fn"}^. However, the main problem concerns Chomsky's concept of biological development: evolutionary processes are unlikely to begin with a mutation or even with a new behavior caused by a mutation alone. On the contrary, such processes begin with an organism introducing a new strategy more or less by chance under given circumstances.

Most scholars would agree that some organic structures evolved because they improved the reproductive fitness of organisms by fulfilling a function ([@B133]): the eye to see, the ear to hear, and the legs to walk^[5](#footnote5){ref-type="fn"}^.

Now, since the structure of the ear making hearing possible is an adaptation to the function of hearing, how can this process even start? The wrong answer would be to say with a mutation that suddenly made hearing possible. A better idea is that something that evolved for other reasons is used for a new purpose. In these cases, the older structure is *preadapted* to the new use ([@B34]). Preadaptation has been misinterpreted in teleological terms ([@B63]) suggesting it would designate an *adaptation before the evolutionary process started* (which would be paradoxical), but Darwin just meant *a structure that can be used for a new function before it is adapted to a new function in the evolutionary process by use.* Thus, *preadaptation* refers to a given structure adopting a new function with little or no biological modification ([@B5]). I will illustrate what this means with an example in the next subsection.

The Function-First Approach to Explaining the Evolution of Traits {#S2.SS2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

One of the most impressive and well-studied transformations in evolutionary biology is the transition of fish to tetrapods, the adaptation of the locomotion that made the conquest of land possible, which happened about 400 million years ago ([@B78]; [@B102])^[6](#footnote6){ref-type="fn"}^. It has been thought that fish were washed ashore and then crawled or leaped, using their fins; and because of this use, the fins slowly evolved into legs. More recent research ([@B29]) shows that a four-legged gait had already developed in water and that these fish even had fingers and toes.

The crucial point in the evolutionary development of four-footed ambulation was not the movement from water to land but the point at which an individual could improve its reproductive success by using its fins as legs in the water to walk on the bottom of the ocean. If we could have been observers of this behavior, we might not have been very impressed by it. Nevertheless, this line became extraordinarily successful, since all terrestrial vertebrates including amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals are descended from this fish using an older structure (the fins) for a new purpose (walking). At the beginning of this extraordinary success story, some fish achieved a reproductive advantage over their peers by introducing a new strategy. From this moment on there was a more or less continuous development of four-legged locomotion until it found the optimal mechanism in each land animal. But the crucial point in this development was the moment when a particular bony fish---the *Sarcopterygii* ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"})---used its fins as legs and thereby obtained a reproductive advantage.

![Sarcopterygii.](fpsyg-11-00733-g001){#F1}

If we take this as an analogy for the development of language, the incredible success of land animals is comparable with the omnipresence of linguistic culture. The most important lesson we can learn from this example is: the *evolutionary turning point* (ETP) is not a mutation but *a complex interaction with the environment in a specific situation that produces a reproductive advantage.* Maybe the first walking behavior occurred when a fish hid from a predator between plants at the bottom of the ocean and used its fins touching the ground to creep under a plant without creating the motions in the water that its predator was evolved to detect. Being a beneficial behavior depends on the circumstances and environment---in this case the predator (including its specific abilities for detecting prey), the plants, and the contingent behavior of using the fins as legs. If a mutation played a role in making one individual more likely to use something for a new purpose, then this mutation would concern the inclination to behave in a certain way in a given situation rather than a modification of the body shape. Even if a fairy were to magically give fish legs, the evolutionary turning point would occur only when they were put into use in a specific situation in which they would produce a reproductive advantage.

After this turning point, traits develop ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) depending on various factors including selective pressures, genetic variation in the population, and the frequency of occurrence of mutations beneficial for the trait and the size of the population. Over the course of this adaptation, every little change in structure must increase the reproductive success of the individuals ([@B97]). Thus, while a discontinuity occurs at the system level with the first appearance of a new function, the species can evolve only gradually over generations (which can be, in certain circumstances---for instance in the process of speciation---faster than traditionally thought [@B61]; [@B101]).

![Queensland lungfish (showing some adaptations to walking).](fpsyg-11-00733-g002){#F2}

Now, if the *evolutionary turning point* is the point at which a function is fulfilled for the first time, creating a reproductive advantage, there are no structures already adapted to fulfill the function of the future trait. Consequently, *something* (x) that evolved for other reasons is used at the evolutionary turning point for the new purpose---the function the trait will fulfill. Traits can evolve only for functions that cannot be as effectively fulfilled by already existing traits. The *original evolutionary function* (OEF) of the trait is the function a trait originally develops for. The OEF creates a prototype (p) of the trait that fulfills the new function in a simple way. A good evolutionary explanation unveils the original function (OEF) of a trait, reconstructs the prototype (p) and identifies the structure the prototype developed from (x). This leaves us with three questions:

1.  What is the first and cognitively simplest form of a declarative sentence? (p)

2.  Why was it reproductively beneficial to transmit propositional content? (OEF)

3.  What is the structure that emerged originally for other reasons that could have been used to transmit propositional content before language existed? (x)

What Are the Cognitively Simplest Linguistic Expressions? {#S3}
=========================================================

In the last section I presented the function-first approach: the evolutionary process starts with putting something already extant (x) to a new purpose (OEF). I also introduced the concept of an *evolutionary turning point* (ETP), which we shall find useful in later discussion. In this section I will reevaluate the relevance of *declarations* in the context of language evolution (that language evolved for fulfilling a declarative function); then I shall answer the first question (α) by identifying *p*, which will suggest the identity of x (the older structure used for a new purpose) and specify the *original evolutionary function* (OEF).

Traits, when fully developed, often serve diverse functions. With my ears I can feel the temperature and wind, hear the sounds of my natural environment, listen to speech and symphonies, and keep my glasses on my head. To find the OEF of a trait or an organ we have to consider, as noted before, the aspect of it that cannot be fulfilled as effectively by other traits or organs. I can feel the temperature with my ears, but I can also feel the temperature with other parts of my body. This makes it unlikely that my ears actually evolved for temperature detection. The same would be true with regard to the use of language to issue commands or imperatives and express exclamations ([@B14]; [@B56]).

There is a growing literature on the communication of chimpanzees. It was found that wild chimpanzees use several dozen gestures to communicate and all of them fulfill an imperative function ([@B74]). Most animal species with parental care also express pain and fear through exclamations. According to a long tradition going back to classical Greek grammars, there are two more functional categories of sentences beside imperatives and exclamations: *declarations* and *questions*^[7](#footnote7){ref-type="fn"}^. Both are unique to humans^[8](#footnote8){ref-type="fn"}^. It seems unlikely that language evolved for asking questions, because to ask questions only makes sense when someone can answer. This suggests that language indeed evolved originally for the function that declarations---but not other classes of speech act---can fulfill.

Most theorists agree that declarative sentences fulfill the function of transmitting propositions ([@B1]). If this is true, it is likely that the *original evolutionary function* of language can be further specified by reconstructing the most primitive relevant form (p) of such transmission. Now, what are the minimal conditions for fulfilling the declarative function in the cognitively simplest way?^[9](#footnote9){ref-type="fn"}^ Note that cognitive simplicity is not an intrinsic quality of a structure itself but a relation between the structure to be understood and a cognitive system, which is evolutionarily adapted for certain types of cognition in certain contexts. This is why cognitive simplicity might not be identical with technical or logical simplicity.

\(1\) The simplest syntactic structure that can fulfill the declarative function consists of a verb and its arguments (*n*-valent verb and *n* arguments) ([@B124]). The technically simplest sentence would have as few elements as possible, consisting of one verb and one argument representing the subject. This would make "Jill grows" simpler than "Jill hits Jack." However, there is evidence that non-human primates understand only *transitive actions* (actions involving other animals or objects ([@B112]; [@B113]).

Therefore, the cognitively simplest syntactic structure corresponding to a pre-linguistic primate conceptual structure includes not only a verb and an actor, but also an *object* (a syntactic category which may play a variety of conceptual roles, such as *patient* or *theme*). Consequently, the simplest transitive verbs are *bivalent* with two semantic argument slots (agent, patient)^[10](#footnote10){ref-type="fn"}^. This would make the cognitively simplest structure look like this ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The object could be for instance a physical object or another animal, including a conspecific---typically something changed, addressed, targeted, or manipulated by the action---comparable to the thematic role of a *theme* or *patient*.

![The cognitively simplest declarative sentence.](fpsyg-11-00733-g003){#F3}

\(2\) Singular terms (expressions that designate physical objects---including animals and conspecifics) are cognitively and communicatively simpler than general terms (categories), since it is possible to point to the reference of a singular term, but not to the reference of general terms ([@B54]).

\(3\) The simplest tenses are the present and the past because the concept of the factual is simpler than the counterfactual (future or imaginary scenarios), since counterfactual scenarios need the capacity to distinguish between reality and representation. To draw attention to an overlooked present (such as a hidden predator that is about to attack) requires no syntactic structure and can be accomplished by pointing or with an indexical call (e.g. a alarm call), such as are already part of some animal communication systems. In other words, only reference to some non-present actions requires the essential features of human language (such as syntax and symbols), and therefore these constitute the simplest relevant scenarios. Non-present events are easier to represent if they are fresh in memory.

\(4\) The simplest *aspect* (how actions, states or events extend over time) is that of a single incident at some point in time ([@B129]).

\(5\) Verbs that express observable actions seem cognitively simpler and easier to communicate than abstract verbs. "Jill hit Jack" is simpler than "Jill intimidated Jack." ([@B121]).

Consequently, we must conclude that the simplest relevant declarative sentence is about a *concrete* (formerly observable) *past single* event including an *agent* and a *patient*.

\(6\) The simplest grammatical person to express (and to understand) seems to be the first-person singular, which is always present and thus most easily indicated or implied. In sign languages first-person sentences can be expressed without role-taking, whereas other grammatical persons require perspective switches \[between the verb---signed by the speaker---and the grammatical person ([@B79])\].

\(7\) Mimetic gestures are less demanding than conventional ones ([@B104]; [@B39]).

\(8\) In most sign languages, a sentence can be expressed by including the sender and the receiver as symbols in the syntactic structure of the sentences expressed, marking them with their thematic roles relative to the verb; "I give you the book" can be, for instance, expressed with only one gesture directed from the speaker to the receiver while shaping the hand in a way that signifies a book.

Arguments 1--8 can be brought together in the following way. The simplest relevant declarative sentence refers to a concrete past single transitive action consisting of three elements: (a) the sender as the agent, (b) a present object (a living being or an inanimate object) as the patient or theme, and (c) a directed mimetic sign---representing the action---one that marks the agent and the patient in their semantic roles ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This would make the first declaration a minimal narrative about oneself, with the properties described above.

![Primitive Sentence: speaker symbolizes the agent, a present object the patient and a mimetic gesture the verb. The agent signifies the agent in the past (when he did the action), the patient the object in the past (when the action happened) and the verb the action.](fpsyg-11-00733-g004){#F4}

We have thereby answered the first question: (α) What is the first and cognitively simplest form of a declarative sentence? With this primitive sentence in mind we can modify the last two questions we asked at the end of section 2: (β) Why was it reproductively beneficial to transmit propositional content? (γ) What is the structure that originally emerged for other reasons that could have been used to transmit propositional content before language existed?

1.  How is it reproductively beneficial to refer to one's own past actions? (OEF)

2.  What is the structure that could be used to refer to one's own past actions before language existed? (x)

To refer to one's own past could be beneficial to the communicator for many reasons influencing social alliances, social hierarchy, and both directly and indirectly (e.g., via hierarchy) the sexual selection of potential mates. In all these cases communicators influence beliefs about themselves in a favorable way.

As already mentioned, the ETP is a product of a complex interaction between the organism and the environment in which many different factors such as genetic disposition, behavior, circumstances, and coincidence play a role. At the ETP an individual acquires a reproductive advantage with regard to a new function for the first time that eventually will develop into a trait. This is, as we shall see in the next section, particularly important in relation to the problem of the emergence of language, because early language use is always embedded in a social context in which there is at least a sender and a recipient present.

In this section we identified the cognitively simplest declaration as a statement about one's own past actions. Nevertheless, to suggest that such statements constituted the first linguistic actions seems to go against a deeply ingrained intuition embedded in the misconception of primate evolution being constituted from adaptations for the survival of individuals or a group in certain environments. Based on this instrumental conception of primate cognition, one might assume that to talk about the future would be more adaptive than referring to the past ([@B56]).

However, there are at least the following six arguments supporting the hypothesis that language first evolved for referring to the past rather than the future or present: (1) Even complex forms of group coordination do not require linguistic communication---as shown by hunting chimpanzees ([@B100]); (2) Most simple teaching can be done by demonstration and does not require language (e.g., people who don't know sign language showing deaf children how to cook or how to repair a bike without using conventional language); (3) Simple forms of planning and instruction often use only imperatives; (4) To say something about the future could transmit information which would benefit the receivers rather than the sender (cf. Introduction). (5) Even if, for the sake of argument, teaching and planning might use mimetic gestures, this would not explain the evolution of the cognition of truth values. Like all claims about the future, planning does not produce a divergence between representation and reality \[cf. ([@B6])\]. (6) Primate evolution is driven mainly by social---sometimes described as Machiavellian ([@B18])---intelligence, which is expressed in *political* behavior that aims at superior reproductive success for the competitor ([@B38]). All these claims are not necessary for the argument presented in this paper but are only mentioned to provide further support.

In the next section we discuss *how* one might have referred to one's own past actions before language existed---in a world with no symbolic communication, no understanding of pantomime and mimesis, and maybe not even the intention to transmit propositional content.

Declarations Before Language {#S4}
============================

Referring to Absent Actions {#S4.SS1}
---------------------------

We said that the precursor of a trait should be something (x) that can fulfill the purpose of the later trait without being adapted to that function beforehand. At the evolutionary turning point of language evolution, something which already existed must have been used for the OEF of language. We suggested that the OEF of language is to transmit information about a concrete past action of the sender, with results beneficial to the reproduction of the sender's genes. Thus, the question arises of how one can refer to one one's own past actions without language---no symbol use, no comprehension of conventional or mimetic signs, not even the simplest form of mimesis, pantomime.

One thing we can say with certainty: only signs can refer to anything. If everything that refers to something is a sign (more precisely, is processed in a given context by someone or something as a sign for something), only signs can refer to past events. We can distinguish two (mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive) classes of signs: *natural* and *non--natural signs* ([@B65]). The latter include mimetic and conventional symbols and are expressed intentionally. Natural signs, in contrast, have no author, do not use mimetic^[11](#footnote11){ref-type="fn"}^ or conventional symbols, and come into being without intention. They are causally related to what they designate, such as the smell of a rose and the shadow of a wolf's head in moonlight. All natural signs are indexical (while not all indexical signs are natural). In a world in which only natural signs exist, thus only indexical signs can refer to past events. Indexical signs referring to past events include, for instance, tracks of animals indicating the animals' earlier passage and the remains of a zebra on which a lion gnaws indicating its past kill.

This would suggest that at the ETP of language evolution *indexical signs* were used for the OEF of language: to refer to a past action of the sender. Following the function-first approach to explaining evolution, these natural indexes referring to past actions of the sender would be integrated into communication and *this communication would develop into language.* To relate this hypothesis to our more concrete analogy, concerning the ETP of walking, the *indexical signs* are analogous to the *fins; referring to one's own past* is analogous to *walking*; and *integrating those indexical signs referring to the sender's past into communication* is analogous to *using fins for walking*.

Indexical Signaling {#S4.SS2}
-------------------

One criterion for eligible evolutionary scenarios in which indexical signaling could have become declarative is that they should not presuppose the cognitive abilities whose evolution they want to explain. In other words, the scenario needs to be possible without any syntactic competence, without comprehension of symbols, and without imitation. In the very beginning there might be---and this may sound paradoxical---no intention to communicate, and perhaps not even a memory of the communicated past action of the communicator and no conscious understanding on the side of the receiver. If an indexical signal is accurate and evolutionary beneficial it connects a past action with reproductive benefits, even if neither the sender nor the receiver has conscious representations of the past action \[cf. ([@B130])\]. Nevertheless, a display behavior would have emerged under this circumstance if it improves to affect the minds of the audience and influencing their behavior in favor of the sender's reproduction. These *mental states* must produce a behavior as if the organism were to have a belief^[12](#footnote12){ref-type="fn"}^.

Although the function-first theoretical approach would assume that linguistic communication developed from a behavior affecting (not necessarily intentionally) the mental states of a conspecific, there is no reason to believe that most signals that affect the mental states of other animals have any tendency of developing into anything more. Actually, affecting the mental states of other animals is widespread in the animal kingdom \[cf. ([@B37])\], from bird song and expensive signaling in sexual selection to the fake broken wing displays of the piping plover (a bird that feigns a broken wing to lead predators away from the nest), to mimicry. This suggests there is something peculiar about indexical signaling of *a past action of the sender* that qualifies the particular behavior to become the forerunner of simple language use.

One possible categorization of indexical signaling follows the classification of the object which was changed, addressed, targeted, or manipulated in the past communicated action, typically the patient. Patients can either be living creatures---for instance conspecifics in a social situation---or inanimate objects. Such inanimate objects we shall define as *trophies*. In the next two subsections, I will explore the trophy display scenario; in the following two subsections I will discuss indexical signaling that includes other animals such as conspecifics, and the significance of their reactions.

Trophy Display {#S4.SS3}
--------------

We will define a trophy as an object that indicates that the presenter performed an action that would be beneficial for them to communicate. This wide definition would not only include hunting and war trophies, but also crafted artifacts, rare objects or any object that is hard to acquire or to defend.

For this to work as an evolutionary scenario, trophy display needs to be somehow reliable and selective; this is to say, individuals of a group must differ in their abilities to acquire and display trophies, and that must produce differences in terms of reproductive fitness. The cost of acquiring such a trophy might include putting oneself in physical jeopardy or could be costly for other reasons. In such a case it would be a form of costly---and thereby unforgeable---signaling, which is a common object of female mate choice^[13](#footnote13){ref-type="fn"}^ in the natural world ([@B139]). The difficulty of acquiring the trophy would correlate here with its rareness (selective function). An indexical object could for instance show the presenter's cognitive abilities, courage, physical strength, skills, or other exceptional abilities and personal qualities.

If trophies were the objects of direct or indirect sexual selection, the targets of sexual selection could easily expand from directly observed qualities and manifest behavior (situations without indexical signaling) to any behavior reliably indicated by an indexical object. This would improve the quality of sexual selection immensely (which benefits the respective choosing sex).

Furthermore, the abilities to acquire such indexical objects should be put under selective pressure as demand increases in a feedback loop of competition. By adopting a rather wide definition of a trophy, many traits could be put under selective pressure when trophies are positively selected for: all the technical skills required to obtain a trophy, including the production and use of weapons, and forms of collaboration in hunting or head-hunting, but also the production of artifacts that make the owner more desirable by mates or which could improve their social status.

In the beginning of the described process, as already noted, neither the displayer nor the receiver needs to be conscious of the action the trophy implies. Since trophies are expensive to acquire and the presentation of them is cheap but limited by cognition, the cognitive aspects that limit the display behavior or could improve it should be put under strong selective pressure. Here the recognition of the attention of the relevant others might develop because being aware of the attention could modify the display behavior in a beneficial way.

Trophy Display as the Missing Link {#S4.SS4}
----------------------------------

[@B96] discussed *major transitions in evolution* by reconstructing possible pathways crossing the gap in question. Applying this method to trophy display, we shall concentrate on two gaps: (1) the gap between ape behavior and trophy display and (2) how trophy display could transform into a prototype of linguistic behavior.

\(1\) *Indexical signaling in apes.* The simplest form of trophy display would be to carry around an object causally related to a past action. If it would be beneficial for the receivers to modify their behavior in a way that would be beneficial for the displayer, this would be enough for the selective process to begin. The first competence that should evolve in such a situation on the side of the sender is an index display behavior, a behavior that draws the attention of the relevant others to the indexical sign (without necessarily the intention to communicate).

As an example of such a behavior, male^[14](#footnote14){ref-type="fn"}^ chimpanzees carry around corpses of infants they have killed from another group ([@B60]) or other killed animals without eating them ([@B73]; [@B19]). This interaction with dead bodies (which in most cases has been misinterpreted as *play* or *investigation*) could be an instinctive technique for drawing attention to the trophy even before the comprehension of the attention of the other has been developed, let alone understanding the mind of the other or any concept of intentional communication. This behavior could evolve if the receivers modify their behavior in favor of the trophy displayer, for instance if the behavior is considered a warning against challenging the displayer (although the bodies displayed would rarely be chimpanzees of the group in question) or if the behavior makes the displayers more attractive for reciprocal exchanges or to potential mates.

\(2\) *From trophy display to a prototype of linguistic behavior.* When someone presents the skull or horns of a buffalo or the head or heart of an enemy, this could be interpreted as declaring "I killed this buffalo or enemy!" The presenter might be understood as an agent, the trophy as referring to the patient, and the state of the trophy as implying the concept of "killing" (Left side of [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A).

![The transition to language. Left the structure of trophy display **(A)**; Right the structure of the simplest sentence **(B)** (cf. section "What are the Cognitively Simplest Linguistic Expressions?").](fpsyg-11-00733-g005){#F5}

If now a single mimetic gesture were added interrelating these elements, a declaration is expressed, including the sender and a present object as symbols of themselves in the way sign language today incorporates present persons and objects into syntactic structures (Right side of [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, B).

However, a problem arises concerning the occurrence of the first mimetic gestures: Either a trophy presentation is understood by itself, or it is not understood. If it is understood---by provoking an inner representation of a past event---adding a mimetic gesture seems unnecessary. If the trophy display is not understood, the invention of a first mimetic gesture in a world where no mimesis is in use would be unlikely to help understanding either. In either case, adding a mimetic gesture to a trophy display should not contribute to the comprehension. In this subsection I presented trophy display ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, column 3); in the next subsection I will discuss indexical constellations, in which the indexical signal includes conspecifics ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, column 2).

###### 

Three stages of transmitting information about one's past.

  ------------------------------
  ![](fpsyg-11-00733-t001.jpg)
  ------------------------------

A = agent and sender, B = patient, C = receiver. Left column: primate cognition; the two middle columns show two different scenarios of indexical signaling: in column 2 the patient is a living creature, in column 3 an inanimate object. A is doing something to B (designated by the arrow with the x directed from A to B). A is informing C about the action (s)he did to B (designated by the red arrow with the broken line from A to C). \*\*\*Tribe including humans and their ancestors after the split from chimpanzees \[cf. (

Science, 2012

, p. 538)\].

The Triangle Situation {#S4.SS5}
----------------------

In most primate societies the reproductive success of males depends on their position in the social hierarchy ([@B38]). This puts hierarchy detection under selective pressure: on the one hand, individuals should avoid unnecessary hierarchical fights, and on the other hand, they need to engage in fights they are likely to win; otherwise they would fall in status. Due to its immense selective pressure and the complexity of factors contributing to hierarchy beyond physical strength \[such as kin, character (e.g., aggressiveness), alliances, and rivalry\] it seems likely that various cognitive abilities evolved for hierarchy detection. This would suggest that individuals get increasingly sensitive to social information. In this situation it might be beneficial not only to interpret such social signals but also to produce them, for instance, by displaying high status, alliances, or other social relations beneficial to communicate. This would likewise put under selective pressure the cognitive abilities that restrict such display behavior.

Now, let us imagine the following scenario as an example of the integration of indexical signs into communication: A defeats B in a hierarchical fight. After the fight has been completed, C enters the scene. C can probably infer intuitively the immediate past from its indexes: maybe B is wounded and behaving subserviently to A, who is puffed up and behaving dominantly. However, in cases where the outcome is less obvious it could be beneficial for A to display the outcome of the fight for at least three possible reasons: (a) to prevent an attack from C in the future (b) in case C is a desirable mate who might be attracted by A's dominance, or (c) in case C is any conspecific who might otherwise benefit A by recognizing A's status.

One way for A to demonstrate dominance would be to re-start the fight, which A would probably begin with a threatening gesture. Threatening gestures sometimes mimic fighting maneuvers. Animals that bite often bare their teeth; they also often scream or puff themselves up. In the described scenario, the threatening gesture (or chasing behavior if B flees)---by A toward B---transmits information about the past hierarchical fight that just took place, and it thereby displays hierarchical information to C ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, column 2). This transmission of information connects a past event (what A did to B) with future behavior of C toward A, thereby we need not assume that C or A have a conscious representation of the past event; though restarting the fight with a threating gesture or actually attacking the opponent might be interpreted by an external observer as declaring "I defeated B" because both have a similar function. First the competence to fulfill the function develops \[cf. ([@B40])\] and only later the conscious representation of the past event. In this scenario, the information drawn from a complex social interaction provides the functional equivalent for the audience of understanding a proposition, though it probably misses crucial cognitive qualities that understanding something as a declaration would imply.

In this function-first approach to intentionality (aboutness), a complex social constellation works similarly to a cognitive system. In the earliest and simple form of this system, information *about something* is transmitted and processed without the cognition of a proposition: no symbolic thought, no concept of representation, no meta-cognition, nor even an intention to communicate. If C merely follows an algorithm such as "never fight against the winner of a fight, if you have not defeated the loser first," then A's behavior (restarting the fight) could be beneficial, without A having a concept of C's mind and the intention to transmit a proposition (what A did to B) and without C having any belief about A's past.

Obviously, this is only one of the possible scenarios in which indexical signs could have played a role in the cognitive development of our pre-human ancestors. I chose it because anything concerning hierarchy and sexual selection could have had a strong impact on evolutionary development, since both are essential for reproduction among primates in multi-male/multi-female groups. However, the example is introduced only to illustrate a broader principle.

Limitation of the Triangle Situation {#S4.SS6}
------------------------------------

We have argued that a threatening gesture performed by A against B in the sight of C could be understood as a functional equivalent of a declaration by A to C. Declarations imply that they have truth values. This would mean that the threatening gesture becomes the kind of truth bearer which can be evaluated as true or false. The truth-maker in this scenario is the reaction of B. If B returns the threatening gesture aggressively, the relevant implication of the threatening gesture is falsified; if B, in contrast, retreats submissively, that implication is verified.

Although this scenario might put some cognitive abilities under selective pressure, there are at least three reasons to believe that this scenario is not a direct precursor of language:

1.  For full interpretation of a declaration the distinction between representation and reality has to be understood. Under these circumstances this essential semantic function could not have evolved. For this distinction to develop there must be cases in which the representation (what is expressed) and the reality (what is the case) could theoretically fail to correspond (whereas, in the case described above, the information drawn from the situation---including the reaction of B---cannot be disputed).

2.  Even an individual able to process language would probably perceive and understand this scenario intuitively and would absorb more information than could be expressed in a statement about the outcome of a fight, because what could be observed would be much richer than any linguistic expression. To reduce the past action to a proposition could thus be a disadvantage.

3.  A threatening gesture directed at one individual communicating something to another individual is a behavior we find in apes and monkeys \[e.g., with baboons ([@B20])\] without them developing language-like behavior.

These objections would apply to most, if not all, scenarios in which a living creature and their behavior play the role of the patient. If conspecifics play the role of the patient, the truth of the implication of the gesture (indicating the past action) depends on reaction of the conspecifics, which cannot be completely controlled by the sender. Under these circumstances, the essential semantic function---the distinction between representation and reality---could not have evolved, which is a necessary prerequisite for interpreting anything as a fully-fledged declaration. It seems to be more likely that the binary value of truth emerges in cases in which the truth of a statement can be debated. For these reasons we shall reevaluate the trophy scenario. This will bring us to the most important part of this essay: the thesis that declaration emerged as a negation of an implicit negation in a dispute over truth in form of adding a simple mimetic gesture as the affirmation of the proposition the trophy display implies.

Reviewing Trophy Display {#S4.SS7}
------------------------

We previously adopted a rather wide definition of what constitutes a trophy, making the hunting or war trophy only an example. We argued that if an individual displays an indexical object a syntax-like conceptual structure emerges: the presenter of the trophy constitutes the agent, the trophy represents the patient, and the verb (e.g., killing) is implied by the state of the patient. If a single mimetic gesture were to emerge it would be embedded in an implied syntax-like structure (for the relation between a physical and conceptual structure, see text Footnote 4). By integrating a directed mimetic gesture that represents the action into the spatial context, thereby marking the thematic roles (agent and patient), a simple form of declaration is expressed. This would be in line with the well-established idea that language evolved as sign language ([@B112]; [@B31]; [@B4]). We also said before that it is unclear why anyone would introduce such a gesture, since it would not add any information to the scenario.

The suggestion I would like to discuss is that the explicit proposition (the adding of the mimetic gesture) would be the *rejection* of a somehow-expressed doubt about the implication of the trophy display. This is to say, the trophy displayer could naturally attempt to make such a gesture, if prompted to do so by someone else's *rejection* or doubt of the presenter's apparently desired implication.

Imagine a trophy display scenario including two hominin parties with different implicit interests: for one party it would be beneficial that the implicit statement (that the presenter of the trophy did in fact make the kill) is true and for the other party it would be beneficial if that were not true. Neither would need an explicit understanding in declarative form to have these implicit conflicting interests. Multiple observers would provide stronger motivation for the expression of doubts (whether the presenter made the kill), and their denial by the presenter, than situations in which only one onlooker were present.

To summarize the suggested scenario: (1) the presenter displays a trophy, (2) at least one onlooker understands the implication of the trophy display apparently desired by the presenter, (3) the receiver rejects the implication of the display (beneficial to the sender and not beneficial to the onlooker) by expressing disbelief or ignoring the trophy display, (4) the presenter of the trophy perceives and recognizes the rejection, and (5) the presenter expresses a declaration by adding a mimetic gesture to the trophy display in order to oppose the receiver's rejection (the sign of disbelief or ignorance). The presenter addresses with the gesture the minds of all those present.

Nevertheless, mimetic gestures could arise for other reasons. If it is correct that action comprehension consists of two parts, mimesis and the suppression of the mimesis (internalization)---as [@B114] suggest---then unintentional mimesis would be more primitive than action understanding. In some cases, a memory could trigger an involuntary mimetic gesture (especially in a young individual, whose inhibitory cognitive mechanisms are not fully yet developed). If such a gesture could improve the impact of presenting a trophy, it could develop. However, this would not be a declaration in a full sense for two reasons. Firstly, there would be no *intention* to communicate in this case, and secondly, the binary cognitive form of the propositional content is missing; this is to say it is not an explicit declaration because the sender does not comprehend the potential denial of the gesture's implication. But here, again, a signal of disbelief could be expressed by a member of the audience and, as a reaction, the mimetic gesture would be affirmatively expressed. In either case this would constitute a full-fledged declaration as *the negation of a negation*^[15](#footnote15){ref-type="fn"}^.

The point to be made here can be formulated as a paradox: *the concept of binarity is constituted in the negation of a value that is the product of the process of negation itself.* This is to say, expressing the explicit sentence in a simple form of spontaneous sign language is the *negation of a negation* (based on a rejection of a rejection) of the implied declaration of indexical signaling. Here, again, the concrete scenarios outlined above shall be understood as examples for illustrating a broader idea: The dispute over truth creates the binary structure underlying any declaration, which is the potential for dispute inherent in the concept of truth.

Summary and Alternatives {#S5}
========================

Alternatives and Evaluation {#S5.SS1}
---------------------------

This is how I have argued so far: To express a declaration means to understand that it can be denied. External denial in a social situation is cognitively simpler than inner questioning. This is why I suggested that the first declarations occurred in social situations as the *negation of a negation*. Before the first declaration is expressed, no other declaration can exist, by definition. Thus, what is negated cannot be a declaration. This is to say that something that is not a declaration is treated as such (by denying it). This could have been an indexical signal, for instance a trophy displayed, or the display behavior could also include an involuntarily mimetic gesture triggered by a memory---expressed without the intention to make a statement. In the second case---in which the mimetic gesture emerges spontaneously because the presenter's memory has been triggered during the display act---it would look like a declaration to us, however, it would not be a full-blown declarative sentence, because it would miss the binary cognitive form that is based on the understanding that the expression itself could be denied and also would lack the intention to communicate.

While I would accept both alternatives as different potential pathway, I would consider internal alternatives extremely unlikely---such as someone questioning themselves about what they ought to believe, without any social interaction. In this case, the propositional attitude would develop as self-reflection. To attack this Cartesian view \[cf. ([@B47]\] is one aim of this essay.

My hypothesis is compatible with many other suggestions: as soon as a simple language has developed it might have been used for many different purposes, including exchanging information about displaced resources ([@B14]), coordinating actions by sharing intentions ([@B126]), teaching children ([@B51]), communicating about the future and common goals ([@B56]) and for social grooming to build trust and social bonds as the basis of mating and cooperation ([@B42]). The theory is also compatible with the idea that language evolved in the framework of sexual selection ([@B99]), which can include esthetic qualities of linguistic expression and thereby could explain the development of precise articulation, large lexicon, complex syntax and pleasant voice (which might have been selected for in a runaway process).

The Suggested Solution to the Three Problems {#S5.SS2}
--------------------------------------------

In the beginning of this essay, I introduced three problems concerning language evolution: (1) to suggest the right kind of selective pressure, (2) the two problems of *irreducible complexity* in regard to declarative sentences, (3) the *cooperation paradox* (that language needs cooperation and human cooperation probably relies on gossip).

\(1\) I presented a scenario in which the speaker gains a reproductive advantage. Since speakers talk about themselves, they might influence the mental states of others in a beneficial way, which could affect social hierarchy and sexual selection.

\(2\) On the one hand, declarations require a minimum syntactic structure (an n-valence verb and n arguments, cf. Introduction), and on the other hand, they have truth values, which can be considered a meta-statement about the declaration which at the same time is implied in the declaration itself (cf. last subsection of the introduction).

The first aspect of the problem could be solved by our suggestion that an implied syntax-like structure emerges in displaying an indexical object (trophy). Here the whole situation works as an information-processing apparatus connecting a past behavior with future reproductive benefits. It is now quite a small step to add a directed mimetic gesture signifying the verb marking the sematic roles, which would turn the trophy display behavior into a simple sentence in non-conventional sign language. My solution for the second aspect of the problem of irreducible complexity is that the binary structure of declarations stems from conflicts of interest, as stated above.

In both suggested solutions, the higher order structure (*syntax* and *truth value* compared to linguistic elements and declarations) is founded in physical incorporating elements (body of the displayer, displayed object) and social situations (binary conflict of interest). In the first case syntax emerges as a relationship between objects before language begins and then becomes *internalized.* In the case of declaration and truth value the process is more complex. While an internalist might say that the cognition of truth values is suggested by the conflicts of perspective inherent in the situation, an externalist might suggest the following view: the binary form exists as the objective conflict of interest of individuals or parties about whether something is true. By addressing the beliefs of the others, the implicit conflict turns into a dispute over truth, in which declarations play an essential role and thereby gain their binary form.

\(3\) By postulating that the first declarations were expressed in the context of trophy displays we also solve the problem of how lying is prevented and how the truthfulness of a declaration emerging in a world without language could be in most cases ensured. We do not need to assume that a kind of *cooperative principle* \[cf. ([@B64]\] needed to be in place *before* language could begin to evolve. In turn, I suggest that the cooperative principle developed much later based on circulating stories about individuals, which might include whether an individual can be trusted to fulfill the cooperative principle, such as by speaking the truth. By this means our scenario explains both the evolution of language and the development of a social structure in which it becomes an *evolutionarily stable strategy* to cooperate.

My evolutionary hypothesis presented in this paper includes an empirically testable claim: We first evaluate whether a statement is beneficial for us, and (a few hundred milliseconds) later ask ourselves how we could justify the beneficial statement or the denial of a disadvantageous one. My proposition is thereby consistent with the *argumentative theory* by [@B98] and similar suggestions \[such as ([@B138]; [@B67])\]. However, this does not preclude epistemic progress, which develops historically not only through the technical advance of cultural techniques and scientific instruments, but also as the development of epistemic norms.

Conclusion {#S6}
==========

In this essay I have argued that truth values are of social origin. The central hypothesis of this essay is that the first fully fledged declarations were *negations of negations* (based on rejections of rejections)^[16](#footnote16){ref-type="fn"}^. The main idea is that explicit (propositional) beliefs did not develop for instrumental reasons, such as enhancing cognition by, for instance, reflecting step by step on the solution of a technical problem or decision making, but for addressing beliefs in others^[17](#footnote17){ref-type="fn"}^. Thinking in language would be internalized speech---in contrast to Chomsky's view in which speech is externalized thought \[so called I-language ([@B22])\]. Accepting this view, language evolution begins as a symbolic communication about a past behavior of the communicator which addresses the mental states of conspecifics and thereby influences the reproductive rank of the communicator. This is to say, the hypothesis presented in this paper suggests that language began as virtue signaling and, so to say, as moral communication based on the capability to transform narratives about an individual into the image of their very nature. This hypothesis addresses both the problem of language evolution and the problems of human cooperation and also shows why early virtue signaling was reliable.

Early culture is not built on a biologically finished system, but the biological system adapts to social and cultural challenges both ontogenetically and phylogenetically ([@B111]). This would suggest that the dispute over truth could have catalyzed the evolution of the ability to understand the binary structure of truth.

We said that many animals address the mental states of other animals, including their conspecifics. However, there are two essential differences in the case of Hominini that distinguish it from most, if not all, other cases: firstly, in the Hominini case the mental states are addressed not by body parts (as in the case of the train of the peacock) nor by behavior (as in the case of the piping plover) but---in the case of trophy display---by *physical objects.* These natural signs which are finally used symbolically can be carried over a distance and work thereby as a *medium* for transmitting a past action. This is the beginning of the *media epistemic success story of human cognition*---from integrating indexical objects into communication (as discussed in this paper), counting with fingers ([@B81]), and totems symbolizing the group ([@B44]) to hieroglyphs, alphabetic writing ([@B103]), navigation, mapmaking, and the printing press, compass, telescope, microscope, computer, and the internet ([@B40]).

Secondly, in the Hominini case the mental states that are addressed encode information about conspecifics (including the communicators), their actions and thereby their social status. One necessary condition for the emergence of the truth function is that brute force alone does not prevail, and that social hierarchy and female choice do not depend merely on physical strength. It has been suggested that the social structure of our ancestors changed when they started to use weapons, because at that point any more or less coordinated group could kill their alpha male in his sleep ([@B137])^[18](#footnote18){ref-type="fn"}^. Power, at that point, would depend on the mental states (representation or dispositions) of the relevant individuals in the group. The social structure would then rely to some extent on symbolic power and this symbolic power finally gains a self-referential logic (relying on what individuals believe others believe). The status of an individual no longer depends merely on their present, but also on what is *absent*: their past deeds. Here identity begins to be founded on narratives. Rank in the dominance hierarchy transforms into a social position, based on *reputation* (and coalitions) creating a new selective pressure resulting in the evolution of a distinctive human desire ([@B82]): the desire for recognition \[cf. ([@B71]\]).

Accepting that culture plays a role in evolution---as has been shown even among non-human animals ([@B132])---a trait being of natural and of social origin is not a contradiction ([@B86]). The idea that *the form of truth* is socially constructed and thus implies a normative attitude (individuals understand that some reasons are considered---by the relevant others---as good, others as bad) is thus compatible with *naturalism* (cf. e.g., [@B83]). Following this line of thought, history would not begin with the first civilizations or writing but with declarative sentences, maybe as early as 3 million years ago^[19](#footnote19){ref-type="fn"}^. With the emergence of declarative sentences, propositional content---such as semantic knowledge and stories---could be transmitted between people of a culture and across generations, implying that humanness is a product of history, both phylogenetic and ontogenetic.
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I-language means *inner language*, however, the association with first-person singular and the Cartesian ego seems to be more than endured. For Chomsky language is I-language, while communication is secondary.

We understand a *proposition* as the *semantic content* of a declaration. A true proposition about the world is information about the world in a binary (and thus theoretically deniable) form. In this essay I use d*eclarative sentence* and *declaration* more or less interchangeably, although *declarations* include statements not grammatically well-formed as declarative sentences, such as for instance, often occurs in dialogs: A: "Did you wish your grandmother a happy birthday?"; B: "Forgot!" Here the same semantic content is expressed as in the declarative sentence "I forgot to wish my grandmother a happy birthday."

The "ape test" as a principle for what makes a good theory of language evolution is explained in Gärdenfors' essay *The Role of Cooperation in the Evolution of Protolanguage and Language* ([@B56]). Many scholars consider "the ape test" an important criterion ([@B121]).

This might be confusing because we are talking here about two different domains. What is done by the *brain* in the first case includes *an action of a situated speaker* in the second case. We might ask: "What about the brain of the speaker who performs the action?" The idea is that in the evolutionary process the action of the situated speaker precedes the full-fledged representation. From an *expanded mind* perspective, the meaning in the first case is encoded in the situation itself. An internalist might argue that *information* but not *meaning* can be processed in the environment and that any expression needs something to be expressed. An externalist might answer that understanding of actions is part of the motor system and is composed of imitation and suppression of the physical imitation ([@B46]). In this view the external processes are not just tools that prompted the mental processes, but they constitute them. This would suggest that communication precedes understanding (the inner presentation of what is communicated) and that competence precedes comprehension \[cf. ([@B40])\]. The external perspective is especially apt for evolutionary accounts, because competence and not cognition is selected for in the adaptive process.

For a criticism see [@B62], for the refutation of Gould's criticism see [@B36], [@B94], [@B40]. As already noted, the goal of this paper is to explain neither the human mind nor a concrete cognitive process, but merely the *genetic foundation* of the ability to produce and understand declarative sentences and the distinction between representation and reality. We thereby embrace *methodical adaptationism*, which [@B58] defines as the idea that it is worth approaching biological systems from a perspective of adaptation, independent of any metaphysical claims.

While the change from land animals to sea animals happened several times \[with seals, whales (descendants of hippos), sirenians (descendants of elephants), sea otters, and penguins\] the successful development in the other direction only happened once (which makes it a good analogy for language).

Most linguistics theories do not use this classification and would probably make a categorical distinction between linguistic and non-linguistic imperatives or exclamations. A more common approach would be Searle's taxonomy of illocutionary acts, which would complicate the argument unnecessarily (for reasons that cannot be explained in this footnote) and also would create confusion about the use of the term declarative (used by Searle in the meaning of a conventional performative act). The point to be made here is that human exclamations have a function comparable with animal cries expressing emotions like fear; and that chimpanzee gestures, which are expressed to influence the behavior of present conspecifics, are comparable to imperatives because they have a similar function. From this pragmatic perspective, humans use language for some of the functions fulfilled by animal communication, such as wooing, intimidating, submitting, threatening, begging; though nobody wants to deny that the structures of the utterances fulfilling the function differ fundamentally.

Apes trained in sign language never ask a question (which would imply understanding that someone else could know what they do not know) ([@B120]).

Cognitive simplicity (the ease with which something is understood by a cognitive system) is generally used as an argument for something being an evolutionary older structure (e.g., [@B16]) and that it is the form our mind is originally adapted to (e.g., [@B98]). If a trait first develops to comprehend a special form, this form should be more easily understood by the cognitive system in question than structures that are only understood later in evolutionary time.

I focus on the role of patient (something which is changed by being acted on) as opposed to other possible roles for syntactic objects, because I believe it describes the situations most likely to have served as vehicles for language evolution, as I describe further on.

It could be discussed whether technical images are mimetic and also produced somehow without intentions. The same would be true for reflections and shapes of shadows which on one hand are indexical signs and on the other can be mimetic in their shape.

Whether we shall call these mental states *beliefs* depends on how beliefs are defined: No, if we define beliefs as *representation* ([@B52]; [@B53]); yes, if we define them as *dispositions* ([@B92]); maybe, if we attribute beliefs to creatures without language, like [@B88], who believes that cognitive representation can have a map-like structure; no, if we believe, like [@B35], that beings without language cannot have beliefs.

In most animals (inter)sexual selection is based on female mate choice (in general called "female choice") (e.g., [@B91]). The reasons why, in general, females are the choosing (selecting) sex \[while males are, in general, chosen (sexually selected)\] were explained by [@B128], who developed a game theoretical model in which *parental investment* and *choosiness* correspond: the sex with the higher costs will choose their partner carefully and the chosen sex, the male, sometime develops traits according to the female preferences ([@B49]). Please note, that I am not describing human courtship behavior but rather explaining how human traits could have developed from whatever existed before in the species from which we evolved. For this purpose, I assume that all uniquely human traits are absent, and look to the principles of mating we find in common among other primates living in multi-male/multi-female groups. These principles are dominance (intrasexual selection) and female choice (intersexual selection). In humans, however, males also choose their mates, especially when it comes to investments in their partners and their offspring ([@B17]). This might suggest that in the human case the trophy display theoretically could go in both directions. An evolutionary psychologist, on the contrary, might point out that only male chimpanzees hunt and engage in killing conspecifics from other groups and that in hunter-gatherer societies war and hunting big game is often left to males (although there are some small-scale societies in which females engage in hunting and war). Considering trophy display to some extent as part of sexual selection in the form of *costly signaling* (handicap principle) would provide evolutionary psychology with an evolutionary explanation why this might be the case.

That in general only males show such behavior suggests a sexual selection mechanism, but it does not mean that there are no other mechanisms at work.

Please note that "negation of negation" refers not to what is known in logic as *double negation elimination* (¬¬ *p*→*p*), but to a *social activity* of disagreeing. When two people, A and B, disagree by expressing alternating p and ¬ p (A: "p"; B: "¬ p"; A: "p!"; B: "¬ p!" ...) it becomes clear that the same procedure (negation) can generate ¬ p from p as p from ¬ p. Why this intuitive assumption is true can be logically proven by double negation elimination, however, this logical grounding is not its cognitive source. The suggestion is that in the *activity of contradicting each other* the comprehension of the binary structure of the declarative sentence and its propositional content dawns.

In [@B117] line of thought: By processing a proposition three things are created: the proposition itself, its negation and the distinction between both. The distinction itself is founded on a transcendental form that allows to transform experience into statements. What is implicitly denied by a statement becomes the *excluded included other* ([@B117]). It is *excluded* because the declaration excludes the negation of itself and *included* because the declaration implies its negation (what it is not).

There are scholars, such as [@B66], who would call both *instrumental*, which then would become a synonym for *self-interested*. From a game theoretical perspective following self-interest is to follow an *evolutionarily stable strategy*. To explain behavior by "true altruism" or "group selection" means giving up the possibility of understanding the structure of society (and thereby the possibility for a sound foundation of social sciences). The distinction we use here runs between instrumental and political intelligence \[cf. ([@B38])\].

In this case, culture (weapons) would have changed the social structure and the social structure would have changed selective pressures and thus the course of evolution. This would also explain the extraordinary pace of human evolution ([@B85]).

Such developments start slowly and then accelerate. This would also be consistent with the rapid growth of the brains of our ancestors beginning about 2 million years ago. Hand axes only appear about 2.5 million years ago, but other weapons made of perishable materials could have appeared much earlier. Evidence for this is found in the adaptation of the wrist going back more than 4 million years ([@B89]). I agree with [@B45] that Homo erectus is the best candidate to have developed language of a certain complexity and simple storytelling.
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